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Abstract: Multimodal medical image fusion will not help in diagnosing illnesses, it cuts lower round the 
storage cost by reduction in storage one fused image rather than multiple-source images. Thus far, 
extensive work remains created on image fusion technique with a few other techniques devoted to 
multimodal medical image fusion. The primary motivation should be to capture best information from 
sources in a single output, which plays a vital role in medical diagnosis. During this paper, a manuscript 
fusion framework is suggested for multimodal medical images according to non-sub sampled contour let 
transform. Multimodal medical image fusion, as a good tool for people clinical programs, is marketing 
using the introduction of various imaging approaches to medical imaging. The building blocks medical 
images are first modified by NSCT adopted by mixing low- and-frequency components. Two different 
fusion rules according to phase congruency and directive contrast are suggested and acquainted with fuse 
low- and-frequency coefficients. Further, the success within the suggested framework is moved with the 
three clinical good examples of persons battling with Alzheimer, sub-acute stroke and recurrent tumor. 
Experimental results and comparative study show the suggested fusion framework provides a great way 
to permit better analysis of multimodality images. Finally, the fused image is made from the inverse 
NSCT wonderful composite coefficients. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Medical imaging has attracted growing attention 
because of its critical role in healthcare. However, 
several kinds of imaging methods for example X-
ray, calculated tomography, magnetic resonance 
imaging, magnetic resonance angiography, etc., 
provide limited information where good data is 
normal, plus a handful of are unique. Similarly, 
normal and pathological soft tissue may be better 
visualized by MRI image whereas PET allows you 
to definitely have better details about bloodstream 
stream flow and ton activity with low spatial 
resolution. Consequently, the physiological and 
functional medical images are needed to become 
combined for nearly any compendious view. For 
this reason, the multimodal medical image fusion 
remains recognized as being a promising solution 
which aims to integrating information from 
multiple modality images to obtain a more 
complete and accurate description from the object 
[1]. Multimodal medical image fusion will not help 
in diagnosing illnesses, it cuts lower round the 
storage cost by reduction in storage one fused 
image rather than multiple-source images. Thus far, 
extensive work remains created on image fusion 
technique with a few other techniques devoted to 
multimodal medical image fusion. They're really 
categorized into three groups based on merging 
stage. Incorporated in this particular are pixel level, 
feature level and decision level fusion where 
medical image fusion usually utilizes the pixel 
level fusion because of the benefit of that includes 
the very first measured amounts, easy 
implementation and computationally efficiency. 
Hence, during this paper, we concentrate our 
efforts to pixel level fusion, along with the terms 
image fusion or fusion are carefully helpful for 
pixel level fusion. The well-known pixel level 
fusion according to principal component analysis, 
independent component analysis, contrast pyramid, 
gradient pyramid filtering, etc. Lately, with the 
introduction of multi scale decomposition, wavelet 
transform remains recognized ideal approach to 
image fusion. However, it's contended that wavelet 
decomposition is excellent at isolated 
discontinuities, whilst not good at edges and 
textured region. Further, it captures limited 
directional information along vertical, horizontal 
and diagonal direction. During this paper, a 
manuscript fusion framework is suggested for 
multimodal medical images according to non-
subsampled contour let transform. The main idea 
should be to perform NSCT across the source 
images adopted using the fusion of low- and-
frequency coefficients. The phase congruency and 
directive contour let contrast feature are unified 
because the fusion rules for low- and-frequency 
coefficients. The phase congruency provides a 
contrast and brightness-invariant representation of 
low-frequency coefficients whereas directive 
contrast efficiently determines how frequently 
coefficients inside the apparent parts within the 
high-frequency. The mixtures from the can 
preserve more particulars in source images and 
additional enhance the caliber of fused image. The 
efficiency within the suggested framework is 
moved with the extensive fusion experiments on 
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several multimodal CT/MRI dataset. Further, visual 
and quantitative analysis show the suggested 
framework provides a better fusion outcome when 
in comparison to traditional image fusion 
techniques. The salient contributions within the 
suggested framework over existing techniques may 
be summarized the following. This paper proposes 
a totally new image fusion framework for 
multimodal medical images, that is dependent 
round the NSCT domain. Two different fusion 
rules are suggested for mixing everywhere-
frequency coefficients. For fusing the low-
frequency coefficients, the phase congruency based 
model can be utilized. The primary advantage of 
phase congruency can it be chooses and combines 
contrast- and brightness-invariant representation 
within the low frequency coefficients. However, a 
totally new idea of directive contrast in NSCT 
domain is suggested and acquainted with combine 
high-frequency coefficients. Further, the suggested 
plan can also be extended for multispectral fusion 
colored space, which basically rectifies the IHS 
color space undesirable mix-funnel items and 
fosters finest quality output with natural spectral 
features that's been enhanced the color information 
[2]. Using directive contrast, probably most likely 
probably the most prominent texture and edge 
information are selected from high-frequency 
coefficients and combined within the fused ones. 
The old saying directive contrast is consolidated by 
integrating an apparent constant for that SML 
based idea of directive contrast which provides an 
even more potent representation within the 
contrast. 
 
Fig.1.Block diagram of proposed system 
II. EXISTING MODEL 
This gives the outline of concepts the suggested 
framework relies. These concepts include NSCT 
and phase congruency and they are proven to 
another. NSCT, when using the theory of CT, may 
well be a type of multi-scale and multi-direction 
computation framework within the discrete images. 
It may be damaged into two stages including non-
subsampled pyramid and non-subsampled 
directional filter bank. The ultimate stage ensures 
the multi scale property through the use of two-
funnel non-subsampled filter bank, another low-
frequency image another high-frequency image 
may be created each and every NSP decomposition 
level. The following NSP decomposition stages 
have left after decompose the lower-frequency 
component available iteratively to capture the 
singularities within the image. Consequently, NSP 
can lead to sub-images, featuring its one low- and-
frequency images obtaining the identical size 
because the source image where denotes the 
amount of decomposition levels. The NSDFB is 2-
funnel non-subsampled filter banks that are built by 
mixing the directional fan filter banks [3]. NSDFB 
enables the direction decomposition in such a way 
in high-frequency images from NSP each and every 
scale and fosters directional sub-images sticking 
concentrating on the same size because the source 
image. Therefore, the NSDFB provides the NSCT 
while using the multi-direction property and will be 
offering us more precise directional particulars 
information. Phase congruency may well be a 
approach to calculating feature perception within 
the images which gives an illumination and 
contrast invariant feature extraction method. This 
method is dependent around the location Energy 
Model, which postulates that significant features 
are available at points in the image in which the 
Fourier components are maximally in phase. 
Additionally, the task where phase congruency 
happens signifies the feature type. The phase 
congruency method of feature perception was 
requested feature recognition. The primary 
qualities, which well-well-well-socialized because 
the motivation to make use of phase congruency 
for multimodal fusion, will be the following. The 
phase congruency is invariant to a lot of pixel 
intensity mappings. It atmosphere of numerous 
techniques varies and introduced for your 
modification of illumination and contrast. 
Therefore, multimodal fusion may be benefitted by 
an illumination and contrast invariant feature. The 
sides and corners within the images are recognized 
by collecting frequency parts of the look which are 
in phase. Therefore, phase congruency offers the 
enhanced localization within the image features, 
which result in efficient fusion. The pictures taken 
having a couple of other techniques have 
considerably different pixel mappings, even when 
your item is same. Therefore, an element that's free 
of pixel mapping should be preferred. The phase 
congruency feature is invariant to illumination and 
contrast changes. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD 
The suggested framework realizes across the 
directive contrast and phase congruency in NSCT 
domain which takes some source image denoted by 
also to produce a composite image. The 
fundamental overuse injuries within the suggested 
framework is the fact all of the source images 
needs to be registered to be capable of align the 
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attached pixels [4]. The contrast feature measures 
the main improvement in the intensity value at 
some pixel inside the neighboring pixels. 
Generally, exactly the same intensity value appears 
like another intensity value based on intensity 
values of neighboring pixels. Generally, the bigger 
absolute values of high-frequency coefficients 
match the sharper brightness within the image and 
make salient features for example edges, lines, 
region limitations, and so forth. However, they are 
very mindful towards the noise and thus, the noise 
will most likely be used because the helpful 
information and don't comprehend the specific 
information within the fused images. Hence, a 
powerful method of select high-frequency 
coefficients is essential to make sure better 
information interpretation. Hence, the sum-
modified-Laplacian is integrated while using the 
directive contrast in NSCT domain to create 
accurate salient features. The IHS transform could 
be a broadly used multispectral image fusion 
techniques within the research community. It truly 
does work on a powerful way to transform 
multispectral image from RGB to IHS color space. 
The IHS based process can preserve exactly the 
same spatial resolution because the source 
panchromatic image but seriously distort the 
spectral (color) information within the source 
multispectral image. Therefore, IHS model isn't a 
appropriate for multimodal medical image fusion 
should be little distortion can results in wrong 
diagnosis. This drawback may be prevented by 
integrating different techniques or different color-
space to make sure that undesirable mix-funnel 
items won't occur. The suggested fusion formula 
might be extended for people multispectral images 
by utilizing suggested fusion rules colored space. 
The main idea should be to transform multispectral 
image from RGB color space. The last relies upon 
human visual qualities along with the specialized 
understanding within the observer, hence vague, 
time-consuming and poor-repeatable but they are 
typically accurate if moved out properly. 
Regardless of the great results within the MRI-CT 
fusion, its role in neuroscience is recognized as 
limited as compared to the chance of PET-MRI and 
SPECT/MRI fusion. PET can offer functional 
eloquent brain areas for example motor or speech 
regions by using specific activation tasks. Another 
first is pretty formal and merely recognized using 
the computer computations, which frequently 
appraise the similarity concerning the fused and 
source images [5]. However, choosing a powerful 
consistent qualifying qualifying qualifying criterion 
while using the subjective assessment within the 
image quality is rigorous. Hence, there's essential 
to produce a test system. Therefore, first a test 
index technique is created appraise the suggested 
fusion formula. 
 
Input 1: MRI scan Image 
 
INPUT 2: CT Scan Iamge 
 
Fused image: 
 
Performance results 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
During this paper, a manuscript image fusion 
framework is suggested for multi-modal medical 
images, which relies on non-subsampled contour 
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let transform and directive contrast. For fusion, two 
different rules have employment with which more 
particulars may be maintained within the fused 
image with enhanced quality. The low frequency 
bands are fused by thinking about phase 
congruency whereas directive contrast is adopted 
because the fusion measurement to get the best-
frequency bands. Within our experiment, two 
categories of CT/MRI and two categories of MR-
T1/MR-T2 images are fused using conventional 
fusion computations along with the suggested 
framework. The visual and record evaluations show 
the suggested formula can enhance the particulars 
within the fused image, and may raise the visual 
effect with significantly less information distortion 
than its competitors. These record assessment 
findings accept the visual assessment. 
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